imi l a r type s e (2..) 1 (At-) , . e ob t ai n th e lutions to th ab ov e u~t i o s u r th ~su pt "o n . e n ioned a ov e scuss bel w solutio obt \-1. u ' e some mo · i ed a sum ions . Observe that the form of the solution is independent of the dimension, and has, in addition, the important property of suboptimalityo 3 ^8 Idea of the Proof for the One-Dimensional Case, Let us indicate briefly the essence of the proof, using the one-dimensional case as our raodel. The key to the mathematical analysis is the observation that in the equation
whenever the minimum occurs at a finite value y>x f we have, for this value of y the simultaneous equations VyU.y) -0, u'U) -v x {x,y)
U.2)
Utlizingthe observation, we see that, under the linearity assumptions of the above theorem, whenever y>x we have simultane* ously 4
(a) k,-ap 1 i (>ls)i3 * \ f'ly-sl^s)
Upon theie two equations, the remainder of the nroof hinge80 > 5. Further kesults 0
The same techniques, reinforced by ttrenuous anplication of the raethod of successive approxi.nations, -ire apolicablo to jaore general processes, involving iionlinear cost and penalty functions, tirae-lcif;s, and so fortho A case of particular importance is that where the cost function has the form ky ♦ R, where y is the ar.ount ordered and R is a fixed "red tape" cost. If the penalty co^t retains its proportional form, then regardless of the distribution of demand, the ontimal policy is an sS-policy of the tyne discussed by Arrow, Harris and Marschak, L'l,. This is also true if we allow the penalty cost to contain a similar red-tape term, for a large dass of distribution functions of practical iiiportance.
These results, together with proofs and extensions of the above results will aopear in a detailed exposition to appear elsewhere 0 1 0 Arrow,K U J., Harris,T,£,, and Marschak,Jo, "Opti.al InventoryPolicy", Ecofioraetrica, July, 195^o 2o Bellman,R, , "An Introduction to the Theory of Dynamic Programming", Rand heport 245, 1953» 3o Bellriian ,K. , "The Theory of Dynamic Programming", Bull, Arneie Math« Soc,,(to appear ) 0 A 0 Bellman, K.,"The OpLimal Inventory Equation", R^nd Paper 4öO,1954 5, Dvoretzky,A,J., Kiefer J, and Wolfowitz,J,,"The Inventory Problem, 1,11, Econometrica, 19^2, op IJ?-^^^»
